A.Y. 2022/2023
Internal Courses – Class of Social Sciences

Courses of the 1st year

PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC LAW (2 CFU Galilean)
Prof. Andrea Ambrosi

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT IN LONG-RUN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE (2 CFU Galilean)
Prof. Roberto Bonfatti

ARGUMENT AND INTERPRETATION IN LEGAL CULTURE (4 CFU Galilean)
Prof. Giuseppe Zaccaria

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL MOVEMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL HISTORY (4 CFU Galilean)
Prof. Valentine Lomellini

Courses from the 2nd year onwards

HISTORY OF LGBT COMMUNITY (2 CFU Galilean)
Prof. Maya de Leo

SOCILOGIA DELLA DEVIANZA (O SOCIOLOGIA DELLA DEVIANZA E DELLA MARGINALITÀ) (4 CFU Galilean)
Proff. Francesca Vianello, Claudia Mantovan

REVISITING KEYNES' GENERAL THEORY (2 CFU Galilean)
Prof. Gianfranco Tusset

FAKE NEWS AND CONSPIRATION THEORY (2 CFU Galilean)
Prof. Bruno Gabriel Salvador Casara

DIGITAL PLATFORMS: TOWARDS A COMPREHENSIVE POLICY FRAMEWORK (4 CFU Galilean)
Prof. Carlo Reggiani

DIRITTO PENALE AVANZATO: I REATI SOCIETARI E FINANZIARI (4 CFU Galilean)
Prof. Rocco Alagna

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF WITNESS EVIDENCE AND ITS ROLE IN TRIBUNAL DECISION-MAKING (2 CFU Galilean)
Prof. Cristina Scarpazza

INTERNATIONAL SEMINARS (2 CFU Galilean)
VV.AA.

SOLUTIONS LAB: PROMOTING DURABLE DEMOCRACIES (2 CFU Galilean)
Prof. Edoardo Grillo